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About Company
Bd Creation is a dynamic digital marketing and website design agency
that came to life in 2018, thanks to the visionary founder, Prashant
Srivastava. With a passion for creativity and innovation, we specialize in
crafting compelling websites and executing result-driven digital
marketing strategies. Our mission is to help businesses thrive in the
online landscape, driving growth, engagement, and success. Join us on
this exciting journey as we transform digital possibilities into profitable
realities.
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Our Value

"To be the leading catalyst for digital
transformation, empowering businesses of
all sizes to thrive in the ever-evolving digital
landscape. We envision a world where
every brand's story is told, heard, and
cherished through innovative and data-
driven digital marketing strategies,
delivering tangible and sustainable growth."

"At BD Creation, our mission is to propel
businesses to new heights by leveraging
the power of digital marketing. We are
committed to delivering cutting-edge
strategies, unparalleled creativity, and
measurable results, while fostering long-
lasting partnerships.

Vision Mission
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Our Journey
Our Journey:
BD Creation was founded in 2018 with a vision to revolutionize the digital marketing landscape.
Over the years, we have honed our expertise, adapted to evolving trends, and consistently
exceeded the expectations of our clients. Our journey has been marked by a dedication to
excellence and a relentless pursuit of digital marketing perfection.

Global Reach:
One of our proudest achievements is our extensive global reach. From North America to Europe,
Asia, and beyond, our digital marketing solutions have transcended borders and delivered
tangible results for businesses worldwide. Our diverse portfolio of clients reflects our ability to
connect with audiences from various cultural backgrounds and industries.
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Our Team

Managing Directors

PRASHANT
SRIVASTAVA

Departments/Teams Key Consultants

ABHISHEK
CHAUDHARY

Website Designer 
MD. FARDEEN  

Software Developer

SWATI BHATIA 
Sr. Content Writer &

Social Media Marketer 

SEO Expert
SANA KHAN

Social Media Marketer
AADITYA VERMA
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Our Service

Email Marketing

SEO

Google Ads

Lead Generation

Graphic Designing SMM

SMO Web Development

E-Commerce Website SEM



info@bdcreation.in

Let's Connect With Us!
Feel free to reach out to us for any inquiries or assistance.

+91-9115057049

Gurugram, Lucknow, Kanpur, Basti

www.bdcreation.in

bdcreation2016

bdcreation2016

bdcreation2016

bdcreation2016
bd-creation2016

https://www.facebook.com/bdcreation2016
https://www.instagram.com/bdcreation2016/
https://twitter.com/bdcreation2016
https://www.pinterest.com/bdcreation2016/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/79918697/admin/feed/posts/


THANK YOU


